Declaration of Major and Minor Form

To earn a degree from Emory College, every student must complete the requirements for a major. Minors are available in some departments, but are not required.

Students may be certified in **TWO**, but not more than two, areas of concentration (e.g. two majors, or one major and one minor).

### Student Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Name:</th>
<th>ID:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last Name</td>
<td>First Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today's Date:</td>
<td>Expected Date of Graduation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Address:</td>
<td>Phone:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Check the class you will be in next semester:**  □ Sophomore  □ Junior  □ Senior

*(Freshmen may declare in the second semester of freshman year – if second semester freshman, check Sophomore)*

**I plan to complete the following degree:**  □ Bachelor of Arts (BA)  □ Bachelor of Sciences (BS)

### Major(s) / Minor Currently Listed in OPUS

| Major 1: | □ Keep this major  □ Drop this major |
| Major 2: | □ Keep this major  □ Drop this major |
| Minor: | □ Keep this minor  □ Drop this minor |

### Major(s) / Minor To Be Added in OPUS (enter the major or minor code from the back of this form) – Advisor information will be assigned by the department.

| Major 1: | Advisor:  Advisor Empl ID: |
| Major 2: | Advisor:  Advisor Empl ID: |
| Minor: | Advisor:  Advisor Empl ID: |

**Student Signature:**

### Department Approval and Information (to be completed by department)

| Name of Department: | Department of Mathematics & Computer Science |
| Print Name of Department Signer: | Angela L Banks |
| Email Address: | angela.banks@emory.edu |
| Phone: | 7-7579 |

Please send completed form to the Office of the Registrar, 1st Floor B Jones Center or email to [DPSTAFF-L@listserv.cc.emory.edu](mailto:DPSTAFF-L@listserv.cc.emory.edu)
**Primary Majors, BA/BS**

- AASBA African American Studies
- AFSSA African Studies
- AMERSTBA African Studies
- ANCMEDEBA Ancient Mediterranean Studies
- ANTHBA Anthropology
- ANTHHIOBS Anthropology & Human Biology
- ARTHISTBA Art History
- ARTVARTBA Art History & Visual Arts
- BIOLOGYBA Biology
- BIOLOGYYS Biology
- CHEMBA Chemistry
- CHEMBS Chemistry
- CHINLBA Chinese Language & Literature
- CLASENGBA Classics & English
- CLASSILHBA Classics & History
- CLASSPHILBA Classics & Philosophy
- CLASSICBS Classics
- CIVICVB Classical Civilization
- CLSTBA Classical Studies
- COMPSCIBS Computer Science
- COMPSCIBA Computer Science
- DNCMVSTBA Dance & Movement Studies
- EASBA East Asian Studies
- ECONBA Economics
- ECONMATHBA Economics & Mathematics
- EDGBA Educational Studies
- ENGCWBA English
- ENGCSWBA English & Creative Writing
- ENGHISTBA English & History
- ENGLISHBA English
- ENVSB Environmental Studies
- ENVSCS Environmental Studies
- FILMSVTBA Film Studies
- FRENSTUDBA French Studies
- GERMSTBA German Studies
- GREKBAA Greek
- HISTBA History
- HSTARHSTBA History & Art History
- IDSSCBA Interdisc. Stu. in Soc. & Cul.
- INSTLBA International Studies
- ITALBA Italian Studies
- JAPANSJ Japanese
- JEWISHBA Jewish Studies
- LACSBAB Latin Amer. & Caribbean Stu.
- LATINBA Latin
- LINGBA Linguistics
- LITBA Comparative Literature
- MATHAPBS Mathematics, Applied
- MATHBA Mathematics
- MATHBS Mathematics
- MATHCSBS Mathematics & Computer Science
- MATHPOLMBA Mathematics & Political Science
- MEDRENBBA Medieval & Renaissance Studies
- MEASBABA Middle Eastern & S. Asian Std.
- MUSICBA Music
- NEUROOBBS Neuroscience & Behav Biology
- PHILBA Philosophy
- PHILRELBBA Philosophy & Religion
- PHYSATBSBA Physics
- PHYSATBS Physics & Astronomy
- PHYSCSBS Physics
- PHYSICBSBS Physics
- PLAYWRTBA Playwriting
- POLICIBA Political Science
- PSYCHA Psychology
- PSYCHBS Psychology
- RELANHTBA Religion & Anthropology
- RELBA Religion
- RELHCIBBA Religion & Classical Civ.
- RELHSTBA Religion & History
- RELSOCBA Religion & Sociology
- RUSSIANBA Russian
- REESBA Russian East European Studies
- SOCBA Sociology
- SPANISHBA Spanish
- THEASTBA Theater Studies
- WOMENSTBA Women's Gender & Sexuality Studies

**Secondary Majors, ND**

- AASND African American Studies
- AFSSND African Studies
- AMERSTND American Studies
- ANCMEDND Ancient Mediterranean Studies
- ANTHND Anthropology
- ANTHBBND Anthropology & Human Biology
- ARTHSND Art History
- ARTVARTND Art History & Visual Arts
- BIOLOGYNB Biology
- CHEMND Chemistry
- CHINLIND Chinese Language & Literature
- CLASENGND Classics & English
- CLASHSTND Classics & History
- CLASPHILND Classics & Philosophy
- CLASSICCNND Classics
- CIVICVND Classical Civilization
- CLSTND Classical Studies
- COMPSCNDB Computer Science
- DNCMVSTND Dance & Movement Studies
- EASND East Asian Studies
- ENGDWNDB English & Creative Writing
- ENGWND English
- ENGHSTND English & History
- ENGLISHNDB English
- ENVSNDB Environmental Studies
- FILMSTND Film Studies
- FILSNDB Film Studies
- FRENSTUNDB French Studies
- FRENSTNDB French Studies
- GERMNSTND German Studies
- GREENDK Greek
- HISTNDB History
- IDSSCND Interdisc. Stu. in Soc. & Cul.
- IDSSCNDB Interdisc. Stu. in Soc. & Cul.
- IDSSCND Interdisc. Stu. in Soc. & Cul.
- INTELSTND Interdisc. Stu. in Soc. & Cul.
- ITALSTND Italian Studies
- JAPANND Japanese
- JAPNND Japanese
- JNPWNNDB Jewish Studies
- LACSNDB Latin Amer. & Caribbean Stu.
- LATINND Latin
- LINGND Linguistics
- LITND Linguistics
- LINGNWDB Linguistics
- MATHMND Mathematics
- MATHPOLNDB Mathematics & Political Science
- MEDRENDNDB Medieval & Renaissance Studies
- MESANDNDB Middle Eastern & S. Asian Std.
- MUSCDNB Music
- NEUROBNDB Neuroscience & Behav Biology
- PHILND Philosophy
- PHILRELDNDB Philosophy & Religion
- PHYSASTNDB Physics & Astronomy
- PHYSICPNDB Physics, Applied
- PSYCHICPNDB Psychology
- PSYCINDB Political Science
- PSYCLINGND Psychology & Linguistics
- RELANHTND Religion & Anthropology
- RELHCINDB Religion & Classical Civ.
- RELHSTNDB Religion & History
- RELSOCOND Religion & Sociology
- RUSSIAIND Russian
- WEBCOMBA Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies

**Minors, MIN**

- AASMIN African American Studies
- AFSSMIN African Studies
- AMERSTMIN American Studies
- ANTHMIN Anthropology
- ARABICMIN Arabic
- ARCHSTMIN Architectural Studies
- ARTHSTMIN Art History
- ARTUSMIN Visual Arts
- ASTROMIN Astronomy
- CATHSTMIN Catholic Studies Minor
- CBCMIN Community Building & Social Chng
- CHINSTMIN Chinese Studies
- CLOVIMIN Classical Civilization
- COMPINFMIN Computer Informatics
- COMPSCIMIN Computer Science
- DANCEMIN Dance & Movement Studies
- DEVELSTMIN Development Studies Minor
- EASSMIN East Asian Studies
- ECONMIN Economics
- EDSMIN Educational Studies
- ENGLISHMIN English
- ENVSNMIN Environmental Studies
- ETHCSMIN Ethics Minor
- FILMSTMIN Film Studies
- FRENSTMIN French Studies
- GERMNSTMIN German Studies
- GHSNDB Global & Int'l Studies
- GREEKMIN Greek
- HEBREWMIN Hebrew
- HINDIMIN Hindi
- HISTORYMIN History
- IRISHSTMIN Irish Studies
- ITALIANMIN Italian
- JAPANMIN Japanese
- JEWISHMIN Jewish Studies
- JOURMIN Journalism
- LACSNMIN Latin Amer. & Caribbean Stu.
- LATINMIN Latin
- LINGMIN Linguistics
- LITMIN Comparative Literature
- MATHAPMNNDB Mathematics, Applied
- MATHMIN Mathematics
- MEDARCHMIN Mediterranean Archaeology
- MEDMIAMIN Media Studies Minor
- MUSCIMIN Music
- PERSIANMIN Persian Language
- PHILMIN Philosophy
- PHYSICMIN Physics
- POLSCIIMIN Political Science
- PORTMIN Lusophone Studies
- PRDHTMIN Predictive Health
- RELMIN Religion
- RUSSIANMIN Russian
- REESEMIN Russian East European Studies
- SCSMIN Science, Culture & Society
- SOCMIN Sociology
- SPANISHMIN Spanish
- SUSTAINMIN Sustainability
- THEASTMIN Theater Studies
- WOMENSTMIN Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies

**Co-Majors**

- JOURCMJR Journalism

---

*Department Permission Required November 2011